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Through the 1950s, all makers were working on their own automatic transmission, with four more
developed inside GM alone. All of GMs early automatic transmissions were replaced by variants of
the TurboHydramatic by the 1970s.Manually shifted on Column. The basic rearwheel drive
TurboHydramatic spawned two frontwheel drive variants, the transverse TurboHydramatic 125, and
the longitudinal TurboHydramatic 425. A third variant was the lightduty rear wheel drive
TurboHydramatic 180 used in many European models.Also manufactured and used by Holden as the
Trimatic transmission. Ford led the design of the 10speed transmission, as well as filing the design
patents for said transmission. According to an official report by the SAE Society of Automotive
Engineers the design of the 10speed gearbox is essentially all Ford, while GM was responsible for
designing the 9speed 9T transverse automatic gearbox. As part of their jointventure, Ford will let
GM use the 10speed transmission with rights to modify and manufacture it for their own
applications.Retrieved 20190716. Retrieved 20190716. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.The SM465 can be found in Chevrolet and
GMC fullsize trucks, Blazers, Suburbans, among other models. Some applications beyond oneton
pickup trucks came with larger input shafts. Favored by offroad drivers, the SM465 has a very low
first gear suitable for rockcrawling. The SM465 has developed a reputation as a highly durable
transmission. GM literature also often referred to this as a CH465, referencing Chevrolet.The
198891 versions have an aluminum top with improved shift feel. The 1985 and newer versions utilize
a hydraulic clutch release, replacing a mechanical linkage in older versions. A common wear factor
in the form of abuse leads to having to manually hold the gear selector in
third.http://lakepulaski.com/cms_uploads/command-comswitch-7500-manual.xml

chevy truck 4 speed manual transmission for sale, 4 speed manual transmission for
chevy truck, 4 speed manual transmission for chevy trucks.

There have been three different output shafts for pickup trucks. Early fourwheel drive was a short
10 spline, late 4WD was long 32 spline, and all twowheel drives were 35 spline. Early 4WDs came
mated to New Process 205 transfer cases. New Process 241 was used behind the 465 starting in
1989 when it replaced the New Process 208 in the Vseries trucks.You can help Wikipedia by
expanding it. v t e By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. It has a
granny low and so then just 3 normally usable ratios. See Final Drive Ratios and notice the extreme
benefit there is to gearsplitting by using the GEAR VENDORS. You will climb hills, cruise, tow, do
everything so much better with the Gear Vendors installed. A true 7 speed application. There is just
no good reason to drive a Muncie Sm465 equipped vehicle without a Gear Vendors. 5Speed Manuals
Look at the Final Drive Ratio charts and notice the great benefit in gearsplitting with the GEAR
VENDORS.This will keep your transmission temperature as much as a 100 degrees cooler extending
transmission life and puts the stress on the GEAR VENDORS planetary gearing which is much
stronger than 5th. When you are running empty, 5thover double overdrive will net you better fuel
mileage and far less engine wear at today’s 75mph speed limits. Even the resale value of your truck
will improve by more than the cost of the GEAR VENDORS because you will be able to point out that
the engine has seen better care and effectively far less miles than other used trucks. These words
are very similar for the M20 and T10 but with some slight ratio differences depending on model.
Overdrive is the first reason you are going to add the Gear Vendors. 28.6% faster cruising speeds
than you have now. Your 4.10 gears will cruise like 3.20s and your 3.55 will cruise like 2.77s. If you
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are normally aspirated expect 28% better fuel economy. If you have forced induction expect 50%
better mpg.http://carexline.ru/generic/uploaded/command-conquer-3-manual.xml

Performance is what the Gear Vendors is all about. This product is a very hightech planetary
overdrive. With our AutoLaunch circuit on you will leave the line in 1st and as the engine gains revs
it will automatically shift clutchless to 1stoverdrive. This means you are 28% farther down the track
or street before you have to clutch the car. This is key to acceleration as otherwise any manual trans
car gives up big hunks of time to an automatic on the 12shift. Gear Vendors 1stover ratio is only 7
hundredths different than having shifted to 2nd not discernable and actually closer in ratio. It is just
1stover where you can use this clutchless shift. You can be in 2nd just boulevard cruising and show
off by stepping on the throttle and hitting the Gear Vendors button on your sifter for 2ndover which
is identical exact same ratio as having shifted to 3rd but only clutchless and with a nice bark of the
tires. Most street guys will just grab a clutchless gear at whatever moment they start accelerating
and then progress up through the gear box leaving the overdrive on so that each gear is just now up
a step. The bracket racers and serious street guys will flip the 34 side cover lever over so they can
easily have two clutchless shifts in the A mile with just one clutch depression. Flipping the 34 cover
lever over lets them grab with a straight pull back because it moves 3rd to the 4th gear position on
the pattern. Just awesome performance gains greater than a full second on the watch, increased
mph and far more performance than any 5spd or 6spd tranny swap. So you get a 5th gear overdrive
and at least one clutchless shift to be used at any moment we ship the kit with our 6speed car
badges and a huge performance gain plus get to retain your period correct transmission in the car
and get the worlds strongest overdrive trans.

Since your Muncie or BorgWarner is stronger than any nonrace 5 or 6 speed, the Gear Vendors is
just he right way to get overdrive in your GM manual performance car. The Gear Vendors comes
with a 30 day money back guarantee so you know you will be happy with everything you get from us
and how it installs and drives. If you take a few moments to study the gear chart for your
transmission and rear end ratio combination you will se why this product is so popular. The Final
Drive Ratio shows you how many times the engine turns for one complete turn of the tires. Gears are
multiplier of torque. Close ratio gearing lets us work both the torque and rpm side of this equation
for big gains in HP and performance. Same with 2ndover compared to 3rd. Of course, with
gearsplitting we are keeping the engine rpm up from one shift to the next and further exploiting the
ratio benefit. Check tail length and yoke to confirm. We offer quality rebuilt manual transmission,
parts and rebuild parts kits that are designed to be top of the line. After locating correct unit a link
is supplied to provide detailed information on specific kit and parts that are available for your unit.
Information is provided for General Motors 3 speed, 4 speed, 5 speed and 6 speeds manual
transmissions. Those from 195568 may have electric overdrive. Some of 196465 units have larger
gears with the same tooth count as the 194068 units. Fully synchronized with 30 tooth synchro
rings. 196669 units may have electric overdrive. It has a four step cluster and all the gears are
helical cut. Has case casting number T161X. Found in heavy duty applications. Fully synchronized
with 36 tooth synchro rings. This is the only GM 3 speed with the same bearing front and rear. This
transmission is found in performance applications. Fully synchronized with 36 tooth synchro rings.
Same unit as Ford RAT except for a GM bolt pattern to the bell housing. Has R282015 cluster gear.
Found in heavyduty applications.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/69725

Casting number T10XX or 1304 are on passenger side of case. They all have 9bolt side covers and 36
tooth synchro rings. Reverse shift lever is located in the extension housing, along with main shaft
reverse which is a straight cut gear. Some of the early units, found mostly in Corvettes, have a front
nut like the Muncie M21. 198488 units have overdrive. The side cover has 7 bolts and 2 shifter
cams. The synchro rings have 36 teeth and the unit has a 4step cluster gear. Reverse gears are
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helical cut and are located in the extension housing. The side cover has 7 bolts and 3 shifter cams.
The synchro rings have 30 teeth and the unit has a 5step cluster gear. Reverse gears are straight cut
and are located in the main transmission case. Shifter assembly is attached to the top of the
extension housing where the two arms meet. The main case is open at both ends, the bell
housing.There is an internal singlerail shift linkage with the shifter mounted on top of the extension
housing. Front and rear main bearings are ball type and the cluster gear has a shaft running through
it, that is supported by loose needles. Case casting is number 1353. Front and rear main bearings
are tapered. The cluster gear is solid and is supported on each end by cylindrical roller bearings
located in the case. Case castings numbers are 1351 or 1352. The Isuzu logo is cast into the left side
of the case. Is not found in the Chevy LUV. It has a rectangular cast iron front bearing retainer and a
27 tooth rear output shaft. The front and rear countershaft bearings are both 25x62x17. Sideloaded
with either aluminum or cast iron case and used in both gas and diesel applications. All of these
units are 3 speeds with Overdrive. All gears on the countershaft are removable except for 1st. Early
units have threads on the input shaft and do not have a front seal. Has GM casting numbers and one
P.T.O. covers. Nonsynchronized 1st with brass synchro rings for 2nd4th.

http://gulzarihacegandergisi.com/images/canon-mp600-manual-error-5010.pdf

All main shaft gears ride on bushings pressed on the shaft. The only gears that are removable from
the countershaft are 3rd and 4th. Has GM casting numbers and two P.T.O. covers. Nonsynchronized
1st gear, synchronized 2nd4th. There are no brass synchro rings. Casting number is C9XXXX. All
gears, including reverse, are helical cut. See New Process 435 for more information. Casting number
is C9XXXX The bell housing. is not part of this transmission. It has a removable tube that the
throwout bearing rides on. The main bearing in this unit is comprised of caged needles in shell
races. Loose needles and flat thrust bearings are used throughout the transmission. Casting number
is 1338. Limited parts availability. Isuzu logo is cast into the drivers side of the case. This is found
only is GM diesel applications and has a different starter position than the unit that goes into the
Isuzu vehicles. Aluminum case with top cover, internal singlerail shift with the shifter mounted on
the extension housing. Casting numbers on the case, cover or extension housing are 1351 or 1352.
5th gear overdrive is located at the rear of the transmission in the extension housing. The cluster
gear is supported on both ends by cylindrical roller bearings. The number on the front cluster gear is
DK55836. All five synchro rings are brass. If you are unable, you can check the number of the front
cluster bearing. The number on the front cluster gear bearing is 67010BCE.These similar
transmissions have three different designs and designations. Teardown is necessary before ordering
rebuild kit as the differences between them are integral. It is a fully synchronized Overdrive
transmission including reverse. It may be identified by a tag attached to the P.T.O. cover. The four
main supporting bearings in this unit are tapered. Reference Guide Parts illustration. After all, GM
car manufacturers used 13 different types of fourspeeds over the years.

http://www.mctrans.com.ua/images/canon-mp540-printer-manual.pdf

Some had specific uses, so you can narrow it down to a shortlist based on the vehicle make and
model. It’s helpful to begin with the basics to make it easier to understand. What Does the
Transmission Do. There are three types of transmissions or gearboxes that you’ll see in order from
first to latest technologies Manual Automatic Continuously variable transmission CVT Its primary
purpose is to create a balance between speed and torque, or the power needed to move a vehicle
forward. The differences between the types speak to the ways that it occurs. The engine and the
wheels operate at different speeds, with the former turning at faster rotations per minute RPM than
the wheels. When you turn on your vehicle, it’ll need to draw on a lot of power to get it moving. A
higher torque, therefore, is necessary. On the other end of the spectrum, you don’t need as much
power output when you’re driving on the expressway, hence, the need for balance. A manual
transmission is an enclosed box consisting of different sized gears, rods, meshes, shafts, cogs, and
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other parts, all encased in oil to keep things running smoothly. The gear ratio describes the
relationship between the different components. Each gear represents a varying combination of them
that, in turn, produce a specific powerspeed output. It’s not unlike what you’d see on a bicycle. The
first stickshift vehicles had threespeed transmissions and lasted up until the 1960s. As the
technology caught up, the industry moved toward fourspeed ones. There’s no denying how fun a car
with a stick shift is to cruise on the highway whether it’s a Chevy Corvette or a Ford Mustang. It
puts you closer to the road and the driving experience. That brings the discussion to the Chevy 4
speed manual transmission identification. Both the outside and the inside provide vital clues to
determining what kind you have, beginning with the brand. Types of Manual Transmissions GM has
since moved on to different technologies.

The fourspeed is a relic of the past with innovation pushing the bounds to nine and even tenspeed
gearboxes. Each of the 13 fourspeed manual transmissions had a specific application. That of itself is
the first step toward a positive ID. Right away, you’ve narrowed the field. The runofthemill vehicle
probably has either the BorgWarner or Saginaw. Muncie, on the other hand, is a different animal.
It’s one that you’re more likely to find in highduty or performance rides. The automaker used some
models only on certain types of vehicles. So, if you have a car, the chances are you won’t find one
meant for a truck under the hood. They also used different ones for certain years, the term referring
to the date of the model and not a calendar date. Steps to Identifying a FourSpeed Manual
Transmission The first step toward a positive ID is to figure out what is the brand of the part.
Fortunately, that task is easier than it sounds. Each of the top makes has a distinct shape. The entire
transmission has a main case, side cover, and extension housing. The general form is the main box
with a telescoping tube attached at the other end. Shape and Parts BorgWarner is the most clearcut.
It has box portion has a straight end. The other part has a gradual narrowing with an abrupt smaller
finish. The Saginaw is not as wide. The end of the case appears rounded with at least two visible
protrusions. Finally, the Muncie falls somewhere in between. It is boxy like the BorgWarner but with
a slight curve. It also has two bumps along the edge. The telltale difference between the BorgWarner
and the other two is the number of bolts on the side cover. It has nine, whereas the Saginaw and
Muncie have seven. You can tell the two apart by looking for the reverse lever. On the former, it’s on
the side cover. On the latter, you’ll find it on the extension housing. Other parts to examine include
the selector arms, noting how it’s attached to the main unit.

wacee.net/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626c0057ced5f---canon-
mkiv-manual.pdf

Model Specifics Each model within the make’s line typically has slight variations that can pinpoint a
range or maybe even a specific year. The BorgWarner T10, for example, has a long run in cars
between 19571988 and a brief one between 19681970 in vans. The T4 and T4C also had short spans.
The T4 was only between 19831984 in cars and 19851987 in trucks. The TC4 lasted for 19821984.
Sometimes, you can home in on the details by knowing the make and model of the vehicle in which it
was found. The Saginaw manual transmission existed in cars from 19661984. However, it only stuck
around between 19851986 in the Astro and Safari. On a side note, neither vehicle made a go of it
either, with both going out of production too. A similar tale exists with the Muncie. It is the youngest
of the three. The M21 and M22 led things off for cars in 1963 going until 1974. The SM420 followed
by the SM465 in 1968 held up the reins for the truck side until it ended in 1991. Materials The
materials also vary with the make. Look at the construction. If the cover and case are castiron, it’s a
Saginaw. If it has an aluminum cover, you’re looking at a BorgWarner. However, some earlier
versions had a castiron cover instead before making the switch to more weatherresistant materials.
An allaluminum transmission is a Muncie. If the fourspeed manual transmission is a barnfind, the
latter is probably still in decent shape. The others, not so much. It might be a good time to start
checking out new truck prices. Casting Number All of the main parts of the transmission have a
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casting number that identifies the part and provides clues about when it was made. It is a physical
trait, being within the mold. However, any vehicle manufacturer may tweak their designs. If an
original one is modified, the casting number changes too. It is not interchangeable with the part
number. It’s not unusual to find different casting numbers covered by the same part number.

It’s the nature of the industry to change materials or refine a design. One thing that you can count
on is that the casting numbers will get higher with each consecutive year. In other words, it’s newer.
You may also notice the words, “PAT. PEND.” or “US PATENT NO” on a part which means,
patentpending or the official number, respectively. You can do a search on the US Patent and
Trademark Office to home in on its date. It can identify the make too since the details of your search
will include this info. The models of the BorgWarner are T10, T4, and T4C. The last one was for
trucks only. The casting numbers for the first one are either 1304 or T10XX. The second are 1351 or
1352. Finally, the last one is 1353. Saginaw has one type of fourspeed manual transmission, making
the identification quicker after figuring out the make. The Muncie includes M20, M21, and M22. The
distinction is the ratio with wide, close, and heavyduty close, respectively. IDing the transmission
requires a look inside of the case. You will need to count things like the splines or teeth of the gears.
Noting its location in situ can also identify the variation. The M22 or socalled Rock Crusher usually
partnered up with bigblock engines. Serial Number The serial number is where the money shot lies.
It offers a lot of information to complete the story of the fourspeed manual transmission. This figure
is usually stamped and not a part of the mold. It’s also easily faked if you have concerns about
whether it’s genuine or not. They often include a code for the date for helping you authenticate it.
However, it’s not always as easy to decipher as it sounds. Auto manufacturers often use unique
codes even for something as mundane as a month name. Muncie is a perfect example. Muncie Serial
Number The serial number begins with a P followed by the month and day. The letter denotes the
plant in which the manual transmission was assembled. So, P0201 means February 1. They didn’t
add the year until after 1966.

But wait. It gets better. Instead of a simple number to designate the month, the manufacturer went
to letters with A for January and so on. Unfortunately, that wasn’t the case. What you’ll see for the
ones after May is as follows H for June K for July M for August P for September R for October S for
November T for December There is also another number to denote the particular ratio. A stands for
M20, B for M21, and C for M22. To decode it, you’ll need these bits of information. For example, a
Muncie with P4H15A translates to a Muncie M20 assembled on June 15, 1974. Presumably,
abbreviating it with this serial number gives a compact stamp that saves time and space. Identifying
the Rest of the Transmission Bear in mind that some transmissions may contain a hodgepodge of
parts. You may think you have one brand. But, when you look inside, your socalled matchingnumbers
parts isn’t what it seems. That’s what makes knowing a vehicle’s history essential if it’s from an
existing car or truck. You’re more likely to find a Saginaw or BorgWarner intact and not necessarily
rebuilt since the automaker used them on everyday models. The Muncie is the one that you need to
check. Since it’s a performance part, it’s in high demand among collectors. Earlier versions may
have components of later ones simply because the transmission and its housing were better made
later in its production. Chevy 4 speed manual transmission identification isn’t difficult if you know
what to look for in the part. Luckily, the makes are different enough to give you at least a starting
point. Though the serial number convention is sometimes confusing, there is a method in the
madness that makes knowing which one you have an easier task. Looking at the shape, materials,
and structure of the main case, extension housing, and cover are excellent places to start in your
search for a positive ID. The other information will help you get to its production date to begin the
quest for its story.

Saginaw and Borg Warner models are normally used on general purpose applications. Muncie
transmissions are known for both highperformance and heavyduty applications, with three different



variations available the M20, M21 and M22. Identification begins by visually identifying the units as
Saginaw, Muncie or Borg Warner models and then by differentiating the three Muncie units visually
and by decoding the serial number. Step 1 Inspect the transmission. Both Muncie and Saginaw
transmissions have 7bolt side covers, while the Borg Warner has a ninebolt side cover, according to
Year One.com. Also, the reverse lever on the Muncie units is mounted in the extension housing,
while the Saginaw reverse lever is mounted in the side cover Step 2 Locate the serial number to
differentiate 1969 and up Muncie transmissions. The transmission case has various codes including
the casting code and the serial number. The serial number provides the date of manufacture,
however, on 1969 and later transmissions there is a letter code at the end which identifies the
gearratio, which is different on all three Muncie models. The Letters F, G, I, L, N,O and Q are
omitted. Identify Muncie 1963 to 1967 transmissions. These Muncies have the same serial number
format, minus the gear ratio designation, so a spline and gear tooth count must be done. According
to Nasty Z28.com, 1963 to 1965 M 20 transmissions have 10 splines and 24 input gear teeth, while
1966 and 1967 models have 10 splines and 21 input gear teeth. Tips The input shaft runs from the
transmission to the engine and is part of the transmission. The splines are on the shaft going into the
engine and the input gear goes into the transmission. This is illustrated at the top of the Year One
Tech page, while the input gears are illustrated at the bottom see Reference 2. Since the Muncie M
22 is a heavyduty transmission, it is usually paired with hightorque big block engines and trucks.

About the Author This article was written by the It Still Works team, copy edited and fact checked
through a multipoint auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best
information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more about It Still Works, contact
us. Photo Credits gear image by Snezana Skundric from Fotolia.com More Articles Saginaw
Transmission Identification How to Identify a TurboHydromatic. How to Identify a Dodge Cummins
3500. How to Identify a BorgWarner T10. How to Identify Ford Automatic. Ford C4 Identification
How do I Identify a Ford Differential. How to Tell the Difference Between a. Each transmission kit is
engineered with factorymatched torque capacity ratings, helping ensure the transmission you
purchase will stand up to the power of your engine. Chevrolet Performance customers are
responsible for ensuring their use of Chevrolet Performance complies with applicable federal, state,
and local laws, regulations, and ordinances. Many parts intended for racing or other “offhighway”
use are not designed or tested for crashworthiness or to meet the safety needs of the motoring
public, and may adversely affect the original intended performance or handling characteristics of the
vehicle. These parts are designed and intended to be used with experts supervising their installation
and use, to help assure the proper and safe operation of the vehicle. Chevrolet Performance
customers are responsible for ensuring their use of Chevrolet Performance complies with applicable
federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and ordinances. These parts are designed and intended to
be used with experts supervising their installation and use, to help assure the proper and safe
operation of the vehicle. Individual retailer pricing may vary. Please see your local dealer or retailer
for details. Click here to see all Chevrolet vehicles destination freight charges.

Full functionality requires compatible Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity for some
devices. Requires compatible iPhone and data plan rates apply. Apple CarPlay is a trademark of
Apple Inc. Siri, iPhone and iTunes are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other
countries. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate child restraint.
See the Owners Manual for more information. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and
distribution. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate child
restraint. See your vehicle Owner’s Manual for more information. Certain services require working
electrical system, cell service and GPS signals. OnStar links to emergency services. Visit onstar.com
for more details. Visit onstar.com for more details.OnStar links to emergency services. Visit
onstar.com for more details. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel you must call SiriusXM at
18666352349. See SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms at siriusxm.com. All fees and



programming subject to change. Sirius, XM, SiriusXM and all related marks and logos are
trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Your
actual range may vary based on several factors including temperature, terrain, and driving
technique. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Your actual range may vary
based on several factors including temperature, terrain, and conditions. You will be charged at
thencurrent rates. Fees and taxes apply. All rights reserved. The weight of passengers, cargo and
options or accessories may reduce the amount you can tow. Cargo and load capacity limited by
weight and distribution. Click here to see all Chevrolet vehicles destination freight charges.
Requires the Android Auto app on Google Play and an Android compatible smartphone running
Android TM 5.0 Lollipop or higher. Data plan rates apply. Android Auto is a trademark of Google
LLC.

Standard on L, LS. Available on LT. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution.
Some devices require an adaptor or back cover.Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and
distribution. The weight of passengers, cargo and options or accessories may reduce the amount you
can tow. Full functionality requires compatible Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity for
some devices. Map Coverage available in the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada. Visit
onstar.com for more details.Before you buy a vehicle or use it for trailering, carefully review the
Trailering section of the Owner’s Manual. The weight of passengers, cargo and options or
accessories may reduce the amount you can tow. Requires the Android Auto app on Google Play and
an Android compatible smartphone running AndroidTM 5.0 Lollipop or higher. Android Auto is a
trademark of Google LLC. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate
child restraint. See the Owner’s Manual for more information. Full functionality requires compatible
Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity for some devices. Requires compatible iPhone and
data plan rates apply. See your vehicle Owner’s Manual for more information. Services subject to
Terms and limitations. Certain services require working electrical system, cell reception, and GPS
signal. OnStar links to emergency services. See onstar.com for details. Availability subject to
change. Services subject to Terms and limitations. OnStar links to emergency services. See
onstar.com for details. Availability subject to change. See siriusxm.com and onstar.com for details
and limitations. Use only GMapproved tire and wheel combinations. Unapproved combinations may
change the vehicle’s performance characteristics.Standard on L, LS. Available on LT. Read the
vehicle Owner’s Manual for more important feature limitations and information. Children are safer
when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate child restraint.
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